Private aviation tackles

Multinational pilots fly R us s ian helicopters in a s etting defined by s urpris e and adventure.
Helicopters in Sierra Leone tend to fly
fast and low, just above-or even belowthe treetops. It is an exhilarating
experience for pilots and passengers,
but it is also a practical method of
avoiding rebel bullets. Flying helicopters
in Africa can be challenging and
exceedingly dangerous but no continent
in the world has a greater need for
rotary-wing aircraft.
With many large mining operations
and offshore oil facilities, a number of
helicopter companies are successfully
operating industrial support operations
even in some remarkably distressed
countries. In South Africa there are a
number of flourishing companies doing
everything from sightseeing to corporate
transportation.
But in the rest of Africa most
helicopters are used for military and
humanitarian operations. There are
more than a dozen ongoing conflicts in
Africa,
all
requiring
military,
peacekeeping and/or humanitarian
support.
These conflicts utilize helicopter troop
transports and gunships and at the
same time they generate refugees and
internally displacedpeople requiring
humanitarian relief and emergency
support. When peacekeeping forces
enter these conflicts vast numbers of
fixed and rotary-wing aircraft are
needed to support their military

and humanitarian operations.
In African countries that have been
suffering from conflict for years
infrastructure is often nonexistent
outside of the capital city. Roads, when
they exist, are often in such poor
condition that only the most rugged
vehicles can navigate them-and then
only in the dry season.
During the tropical rainy season, the
roads often become rivers, with the

water dredging deep trenches in the
surfaces and washing out bridges. This
does not leave many options for critical
transportation.
Even on paved fields deferred
maintenance and war damage have left
craters and cracks. Few fields outside of
the main cities have fences to keep
goats, chickens, cattle and even local
villagers off them. All of which leaves
much
of
the
transportation,
communication and relief operations up
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to helicopters.
Most pilots and aircraft flying for
governments,
humanitarian
organizations and the UN in Africa are
Ukrainian or Russian. Pilots from the
former Soviet Union and Eastern
Europe work for low wages-often a
fraction of what Western pilots would
settle for. Nevertheless, it's a good deal
for them.
They are paid in dollars and earn
several times the salary that they could
make doing more mundane flying back
in their home countries. They are also
able to take advantage of the fact that
most of the rotary-wing aircraft engaged
in military and relief work in Africa are
built in Russia.
Russian-made aircraft tend to be
powerful and robust. They are simpler
to fix with parts that are more readily
available in Africa than their Western
counterparts.

I CI carves unique niche
One Western company that has
operated successfully for years in Africa is
International Charter Incorporated of
Oregon (ICI). Founded in 1994 by former
US Special Forces soldiers, ICI survives
by combining the best of East and West.
What makes ICI unique is that it
subcontracts to a Russian company that
supplies
aircraft,
crews
and

maintenance personnel. ICI calculates
that Mil MI8MTV helicopters require less
than 1/3 of the maintenance downtime
needed by the similarly-sized Sikorsky
UH60 Black Hawks, making them far
more cost-effective.
ICI provides managers to supervise
and ensure quality. It also provides
armed guards on flights to allow them to
deliver aviation services to militarily
unstable areas that other companies
regard as far too dangerous for
safeflight operations.
ICI has aided extremely risky
peacekeeping operations in Liberia,
Sierra Leone and Haiti, and is currently
supporting a US military training
program in Nigeria.
The company's willingness to carry
out necessary but dangerous operations
and its rapid response for medevac
have earned ICI high praise from the
African troops they count as their
primary customers.
In a June 2001 presentation to
Washington DC policymakers, ICI
founder Brian Boquist stressed the
value of helicopters for peacekeeping
operations in Africa.
"Helicopters are not just important,"he
said. "They are everything." He went on
to list the tasks that cannot be
performed without them-a list that
included carrying out reconnaissance,
ambushing enemy forces, seizing
targets, advancing and retreating,
supplying forces on the ground,
evacuating casualties and performing
search and rescue.
ICI evolved from a routine transport
provider to a company doing combat
airfield seizures with UN-mandated
African peacekeeping troops in MI8
helicopters. At the same time it
supported humanitarian organizations
providing relief to wartorn towns and
villages.
The company has also rescued
members of several nongovernmental
organizations trapped by war and on
more than one occasion helped
evacuate embattled US embassies.
In some contracts ICI has used giant
MI26s-the largest helicopters in the
world and capable of carrying 20 metric
tons of cargo. In one instance ICI

squeezed nearly 200 troops into an MI26 for a short hop!
Despite these robust operations ICI maintains enviable
safety and readiness levels, making it the 1st choice for
several key US State Department contracts in Africa.
United Nations peacekeepers in Africa rely on the Mil MI26
Halo, the world's largest production helicopter. MI26
cockpit crews typically consist of a pilot, copilot, flight
engineer and navigator.
But whatever the aircraft, in areas of conflict the rule of
thumb is to fly low and fast. And ICI's helicopters do fly
low. In July 2000 ICI helicopters carried Secretary of State
Madeline Albright from Guinea to Sierra Leone for an
official visit. The Russian helicopters fly with their doors
open and the roar of the wind and turbines can be
deafening to the passengers. As the helicopters screamed
over the wave tops Secretary Albright's entourage and
security detail were clearly alarmed and showing obvious
signs of agitation and concern. After intense consultation
among themselves, one nervously made his way to the ICI
manager to confirm this was normal procedure. Secretary
Albright had more confidence in ICI: she was fast asleep.
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Aviation Plus: ICI medic Rick Dutton loads a
wounded ECOMOG peacekeeper into an ICI
helicopter for medevac. ICI has carved a niche in
part by satisfying diverse and often rapidly
changing mission requirements.
Top: US Secratary of State Albright arrives in
Freetown, Sierra Leone, aboard an ICI aircraft.
Opposite, top: ICI moves rebel prisoners prior
to the beginning of the demobilization program in
Sierra Leone.

